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The sequence is said to be 77(0) évaluable to 7 if y"-»7 as ra-> <*>. The Í0, 0 á t < r, = --r (log i/uY^du, and <b(t) = < T(r)Jo U, rSKl respectively. It has been shown by Barone [2] that the regular Hausdorff transformations Cr (Rer>0), 77r (r a positive integer) and ET (0<r<l) have the property that the set of limit points of the transform of each bounded complex number sequence is connected. In each case the result was obtained by use of (1) we can choose 5>0 so that 2M f | dtp(t) | < e/3 and 2M f | d<j>(t) \ < e/3.
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An application of Stirling's formula shows that there exists a positive number k such that, if 1 <raô, I y" -yn-i | ^ e/3 4-2Mvk ----4-e/3 < e (ra -I/o)" for ra sufficiently large. Thus | y" -y"_i | -K) as ra->=o so that, by Theorem A, C(y) is connected.
Hence (i) implies (ii). 
Proof that (ii) implies (i)
.
